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Master algebra from the comfort of home!
Want to “know it all” when it comes to algebra? Algebra Know-It-ALL gives you the expert, one-on-one instruction you need, whether you're new to algebra or you're looking to ramp up your skills.     Providing easy-to-understand concepts and thoroughly explained exercises, math whiz Stan Gibilisco serves as your own private tutor-without the expense! His clear, friendly guidance helps you tackle the concepts and problems that confuse you the most and work through them at your own pace.        

Train your brain with ease! Algebra Know-It-ALL features:

	Icons to help you identify your current skill level    
	Chapter-end quizzes and word problem/solution pairs to reinforce learning    
	Worked-out answers to all practice exercises    
	Extensive multiple-choice questions to prepare you for standardized tests    
	“Extra Credit” and “Challenge” problems to stretch your skills


Stan's expert guidance gives you the know-how to:

	Solve arithmetic problems without a calculator    
	Convert fractions to decimal form and vice-versa    
	Manipulate simple equations and inequalities    
	Learn how coordinate systems work    
	Make simple graphs    
	Solve quadratic and cubic equations    
	Understand complex-number solutions to equations    
	Use logarithms and exponential functions    
	Take college entrance examinations with confidence    li>And much more!


About the Author
   
Stan Gibilisco is an electronics engineer, researcher, and mathematician who has authored a number of titles for the McGraw-Hill Demystified series, along with more than 30 other books and dozens of magazine articles. His work has been published in several languages.
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The Making of History's Greatest Star Map (Astronomers' Universe)Springer, 2010

	From prehistoric times, mankind has looked up at the night sky, and puzzled at the changing positions of the stars. How far away they are is a question that has confounded scientists for centuries. Over the last few hundred years, many scientific careers – and considerable resources – have been devoted to measuring their positions...
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StumbleUpon For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Discover new and interesting online content based on your interests!


	StumbleUpon helps you discover new and interesting content on the Internet based on your specific interests. With this helpful For Dummies guide, you will learn to complete a profile that alerts StumbleUpon what topics interest you and assists in...
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Handbook of Peer-to-Peer NetworkingSpringer, 2009

	The Handbook of Peer-to-Peer Networking is a comprehensive and unified repository of the various models, applications, methodologies, trends, and challenges of peer-to-peer computing, making it an essential reference for researchers and proffesionals alike. This handbook addresses current issues as well as emerging concepts...
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Modeling and Simulation of Systems Using MATLAB and SimulinkCRC Press, 2009

	Not only do modeling and simulation help provide a better understanding of how real-world systems function, they also enable us to predict system behavior before a system is actually built and analyze systems accurately under varying operating conditions. Modeling and Simulation of Systems Using MATLAB® and...
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Computers and Writing: The Cyborg EraLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
In the mid 1960s, when a single chip contained an average of 50 transistors,
Gordon Moore observed that integrated circuits were doubling in complexity
every year. In an influential article published by Electronics Magazine in 1965,
Moore predicted that this trend would continue for the next 10 years. Despite
being criticized...
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Remote Sensing of Vegetation: Along a Latitudinal Gradient in Chile (BestMasters)Springer, 2019

	How is the vegetation distribution influencing the erosion and surface formation in the different eco zones of Chile? To answer this question, it is mandatory to possess fundamental knowledge about plant species habitats, occurrence and their dynamics. In his study Christian Bödinger utilizes satellite imagery in combination with...
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